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XVIII
by Connor McDonald

He would wake up in the middle of the night to check the small

pustule on his arm. Every innocuous function of his body had

become its symptom, for example, his sweating in the middle of a

warm night in June, or the seeming stiffness in his fingers. Tomorrow,

he had joked at the dinner table, they would keep him at the

psychiatric hospital with the patients he committed. No laughter

followed his statement, and he had retired to bed soon after. Now, a

pale light slipped between the vinyl blinds across his window. Funny,

he thought, as he could not recall having fallen asleep.

Connor McDonald received his Juris Doctor from Willamette University College of Law. His poetry

Compressed Creative Arts. His nonfiction has also appeared in the Dante Society of America's
Dante Notes, Beatdom, and bluntly magazine.
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AURORA BOREALIS
by Zach Murphy

Leo showed up 35 minutes late to his stepbrother Tim’s funeral. He
also dipped out right in the middle of his own speech. 

“I always preferred funerals to weddings because at least with funerals
people cry over something that is permanent” wasn’t the best line to
open with.

After hiding out all day, Leo emerged from his humiliated sulk and
decided to go for a walk through his hometown of Duluth, Minnesota.

The evening clouds watched the waves crash against the jagged
rocks of Lake Superior while Leo trotted along the Canal Park
boardwalk.

He thought about the time when he and Tim were kids at the beach
and Tim buried him beneath the sand and nearly suffocated him to
death.

He thought about the time when Tim convinced him that lightning
bugs were evil creatures that were out to electrocute people. Even
as an adult, Leo still had nightmares about them. 

And he thought about the green T-shirt. That stupid green T-shirt that
Tim always wore. It was forever ironed into Leo’s brain.

Leo stopped to sit on a weathered bench. A few feet behind him,
there was a bush where a group of lightning bugs was congregating.
After a few minutes passed, one of the lightning bugs landed directly
on Leo’s shoulder and he froze with fear. But when he got a closer
look at the blinking creature, he admired its shine and realized it was
quite a peaceful little thing. He even was disappointed when it zipped
away.
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Just then, he thought about Tim again. He was mad at himself for
missing him. And he knew that if Tim knew about this, he’d make fun
of him for it. 

When Leo got up and continued on his walk, the wind diminished, the
waves calmed, the clouds cleared, and an effervescent green light
glowed brightly across the sky.

As Leo gazed out at the stunning sight, he shook his head and
smirked. “Fuck you, Tim.”

Zach Murphy is a Hawaii-born writer with a background in cinema. His stories appear in Adelaide
Literary Magazine, Mystery Tribune, Ghost City Review, Emerge Literary Journal, Spelk Fiction, Red
Planet Magazine, Levitate, Crêpe & Penn, WINK, Drunk Monkeys, Ellipsis Zine, and Wilderness House

Literary Review. He lives with his wonderful wife Kelly in St. Paul, Minnesota. 
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SO CUTE!!
by Victory Witherkeigh

It woke up alone and ravenous, but one would expect that if we had
cursed them to sleep for eternity.

Meats. Flesh. Blood... Bone... Blood. Need Blood. Need Flesh.

Not in a thousand years should this creature have woken alone. But
the plague wreaking havoc on the world caused one senseless
death after another. None more significant than the guardian of the
creature’s cage.  Thousands of years ago in ancient Egypt, the
pharaoh's sorcerer worked to create a guardian for the king. A
creature who would serve in his army to protect his people and hunt
down his enemies.  What the sorcerer unleashed was a murderous
beast focused only on satisfying its hunger for flesh and blood,
bringing down the kingdom to near ruin and collapse.  To seal the
creature off, the pharaoh sacrificed the sorcerer and his legion of
followers, instructing his heirs to guard its mangled body to ensure
this never happened again.

All these years the cage passed from one generation to the next,
keeping it away from the world until now.  Now its guardian lay in the
hospital morgue with no family to claim him.  Without the daily
sacrifice to keep the creature at bay, it lifted the spells, waking the
monster from its thousand-year slumber to an empty apartment.

Feed. Need Blood. All the Blood…

Its legs trembled as it wandered through the rooms, sniffing and
stretching its limbs for the first time in so long. The scent of the
keeper lingered, but it knew death had claimed it. The creak in the
wood flooring alerted it to other heartbeats in the building.
Somewhere nearby was the food it sought. It followed the creaking
and bustling footstep sounds of the hallway.

Out. I need to get out...Food…
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It scratched with its paws against the bottom of the door, trying to
stick its claws out underneath the gap to reach freedom.  Scratch.
Scratch. Merrow. The neighbor was just climbing the stairs when it
saw a little paw reaching under the door, a pathetic whining following.

“Oh no, what happened?” cried the man. He remembered his
neighbor being taken to the hospital the other day.  While he knew
the man kept to himself, he frowned at the thought of a small animal
being left alone during a time like this.  He turned his neighbor’s
doorknob, sighing in relief the EMTs had left the door unlocked
somehow.  Looking down, a small, innocent, furry face with golden
pleading eyes looked up at him.

“Aww! Aren’t you just the cutest thing!” he exclaimed before it lunged
at him.

***
He was so tired he almost missed its cry when he stomped its tail.

What the hell was that? He wondered as he glanced down at his feet.
 His blue hospital scrubs had picked up some water left in the puddles
from the latest storm that just passed through.  There was nothing
near his feet now, just his own shadow reflecting from the dim yellow
parking lot lighting. Shrugging to himself, he adjusted his backpack
before setting off again toward his car.  Another twelve-hour hospital
shift completed by the Cook County’s shiny resident heart surgeon
as the early morning twilight hours were just beginning.  

Once he got to his car, a low hiss drifted to his ear as he inserted his
keys.  His eyes darted behind him but again, he saw nothing other
than his coworkers' cars.

Ugh, I’m losing it. I need to get to bed ASAP...he thought as he
slumped into the driver's seat, throwing the backpack behind him.

Sighing, he started his car, going into autopilot for his commute back
home.  His eyelids were barely keeping themselves open when once
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again a distinctive hiss reached his ears.  Startled, he shot a glance to
the rearview mirror but nothing stood out.  Every time he would relax
again, the hiss would begin again, coming from various directions in
the car.  Trying to keep his eyes on the road, he could not shake
the idea that there was something else now with him in this car.

Keep it together man, you’re almost home.

It was at the first red light that he saw its eyes.  As soon as he hit the
brakes, he glanced up at the rear-view mirror to see an abnormal
glowing pair of translucent irises scowling at him.  His heart leaped out
of his throat as he whirled around to see where they were looking
at him.  The only movements he could spot were the shadows
dancing from the opposite traffic dancing against the wet pavement.  
Squeezing his glutes, he raised his hips to give himself leverage to
arch over to look directly into the floor of the back seat of the car.
Staring back at him was the cutest black cat he had ever seen.  Its
golden-amber eyes dilated so the black pupils filled most of the
space. Tilting its head to the left, he could just make out white
speckles of fur where the brows would be if the cat were a cartoon. 

“Meow” purred the cat, its small body shaking as the purr vibrated
through it.

“Awwwww,” he whimpered as his heart melted, relaxing his shoulders,
“How did you get in here you little thing?”

Glancing over his shoulder to see the red glow of the stoplight, he
gently reached down to scoop the small cat into his arms, cradling it
as a small baby.  Its fur was slightly damp, which gave the black color
an almost glossy finish to the coat.  The short black fur was as soft
as a mink coat. He began absent-mindedly stroking it like a Bond
villain plotting world domination as he continued to wait for the light
to change. 

This is so nice, he thought. Now that the cat was in his lap, the smell
of wet grass began wafting towards his nose.  They laced something
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else with the scent.  Something that reminded him of his altar boy
days.

Odd... it’s almost like... incense…

Suddenly, a sharp pang struck his fingers, jolting him out of his stupor.
 “Ouch! Son of a B…” he muffled as he brought his hand to his mouth,
the taste of coppery iron and wet grass hitting the back of his throat.
 The cat had bitten him and as he looked down again to bop it on
the head, his eyes widened as he choked on his saliva and blood.

In his lap was the cat but its eyes were now almost a white
translucent color. Its fur was mangey and mangled, exposing parts of
muscle, bone and putrid flesh. The smell of rot and buzz of flies was
overtaking his mind.  Once again cocking its head to the left, it now
seemed to purr and smile, teeth growing much too large for its body
as it lunged again - this time at his jugular.

The paramedics arrived almost an hour later.  The rain had started up
again, and it took at least twenty minutes for the traffic behind the
car to realize something was wrong with the driver.  Opening the
door, one of the EMTs had to turn away from the stench of rot and
blood. The sight was horrific - the young doctor covered in blood,
throat torn asunder with a small cat licking itself in the passenger
seat.

“Awwww - the poor baby….” 

Victory Witherkeigh is a new upcoming female Filipino author originally from Los Angeles, CA. She
is based in the Pacific Northwest and finishing her first novel. Victory has short stories published in

literary magazines, Allegory Ridge titled, “HysterSister,” Bad Bride, titled, “Catherine de Medici,”
and Thought Catalog titled, "I Didn't Believe in Soulmates, But Here He Was," respectively. She has

her debut publication in a horror anthology, The Hollow Horror Anthology Book #3, for sale
beginning May 2020 containing her fiction short story, “Passion,” under Breaking Rules Publishing.
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BEFORE
by Erika Kanda

Erika Kanda lives in Northern Virginia, USA with her partner. She holds an MA in literature, an MFA in
creative writing, and a cat in her lap as she types. She loves hot press paper, matcha macarons,

and all things speculative.
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Poetry
by Jack Conway

BEFORE THE WORLD UNBUTTONED ITS BLOUSE

Before the world unbuttoned its blouse,

we lived in a house made of dreams

where nothing seemed impossible.

And we did not stop to wonder then

if it would ever end

or if each possibility we thought

within our grasp

would not last forever.

Lying on our backs

in the tall grass watching

the bright night lights unfurl

we did not know then that

our infinite endeavors

would become as unreachable

as the stars overhead

in this finite world.
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FISHING FOR THE MOON

I am fishing for the moon,

again, tonight,

with bated breath,

to catch its light

I cast my net and yet

it slips away each time,

and I am left with nothing

but an empty line.

The moon is gone too soon,

I’m sure,

and I am always left

with hopeless lures.
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BUDDHA IS LOOKING GOOD

Buddha is everywhere.

Right now, he’s upstairs in your closet,

going through your clothes.

He’s looking good,

dressed in your best

button-down white shirt

and foulard tie.

He’s headed for Nirvana,

and you’re still in your pajamas. 

Jack Conway’s poems have appeared in: Poetry, The Antioch Review, The Hiram Poetry Review,
The Norton Book of Light Verse and other poetry journals and anthologies. His book, Outside

Providence: Selected Poems, was published in 2016. He is the author of fifteen nonfiction history
books and teaches English at a community college in Massachusetts.
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THE TYRANNY OF LIGHT YEARS
by John Grey

In distance, this mission
will run longer than the time it takes
to pay off a score of mortgages.

Imagine crawling to the moon.
Or reading “War And Peace” 
ten thousand times over.
Or counting the grains of sand on Miami Beach.
Not once. But twice.
That’s how long.

Sure, we’ll explore new worlds
but, in between discoveries,
there are interminable blocks of calendar
where a guy could count 
to the highest prime number
or invent a new language
or acquire a taste for anchovies.

It’s either that 
or endless games of pool,
crew concerts 
with our galley cook on the banjo
or games of virtual reality
when our reality is anything but.

So here we are,
where no man has gone before.
Too bad
everything’s been done before.

John Grey is an Australian poet, US resident. Recently published in Sin Fronteras, 
Dalhousie Review and Qwerty with work upcoming in West Trade Review, 

Willard and Maple and Connecticut River Review.
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FOR MY CRIMES
by Mike Turner

Tried by a jury of my “peers“
Convicted of my crimes
Sentenced to solitary confinement
For life

Moved to a maximum security facility
Logged, examined, irradiated 
Sealed in my cell
No further human contact

Food, water, the necessities of life
Automatically, electronically dispensed
Day in, day out
No comment, no choice

All aspects of life controlled
Hours of daylight, hours of darkness
Daily exercise
Endless texts and videos to prepare for my assigned task

Now, days, weeks, months passing
I sense change
A viewing portal opens in my cell wall
So I may see the prison which I approach

Angry, red, dry, foreboding
Plains and mountains and craters
Wracked with dust storms
A bereft desert penitentiary 
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For the time thus far passed
Has been but passage
To my final destination
That place to which I have been consigned

Destined to spend my eternity
Examining, collecting, reporting
These actions required to earn my sustenance
The difference between a sentence of life, and death

And when my term comes to its conclusion
And thus my pioneering work
My cell, this capsule
Shall serve as my sepulcher 

Which, in anticipation
Bears a plaque for future prisoners to read
“Here, for the first time
“Landed an inmate
“Of the Martian Penal Colony”

Standing, not as monument to my existence 
Not even as a marker of the “justice” system that placed me here
But rather as the latest outpost of exploration
In the relentless advancement of the State

Oh, had I not committed my crimes!
Yet, I must have done
And still shall, to my last breath
To wit: being, thinking, valuing the individual

Rejecting their politics
Slogans, dogma
No longer dedicated to their propaganda 
But to this world’s truths
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And so I live, confined
Yet free
For they cannot take that from me
Have, in fact, condemned me to the very fruits of my crimes

For I am no longer under their rule
Not in their jail
Nor even in their destitute world
But on a New Earth
Which, by their “penalty”
They have made my own

Mike Turner lives on the US Gulf Coast, where he pursues songwriting and poetry. His poems have
been published in numerous print and on-line journals including Red Planet Magazine.
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DISAPPEARANCE IN THE GLADES
by Reed Venrick

About an hour east of Naples, deep in the glades, isolating,
camping on hammock-high ground, near wax-myrtle bushes,
beside bald cypress spires, and rooster-tailing royal palms,

somewhere in that vast river of grass, our airboat pulled up
on ground dry enough where gators would not roam, already
where the twilight was illustrating stars, a rusty chain

secure around a palmetto palm, our tent entrance
covered with a mosquito net, our catfish caught
and cattails dug, cooking in olive oil—a Saturday camp,

when my wife, peering south, touched my shoulder.
Is that an airplane or what moving our way.?  Helicopter
from Naples?  Or the other way, Miami, but why so far out?

Or areas even north as West Palm; it’s crossing toward
the gulf coast? Now, the aircraft’s beam of light, probably
no more than 100 feet high was moving directly toward where

we’d pitched our tent above the grassy water glades.
The beam, shooting far over our heads—but the blazing light, 
so powerful,  we had to shield our eyes, yet as we gazed,

we began to visualize four lights, horizontally placed,
under the fuselage, each beam of light huge, at least
the width of a barrel top—moving ever closer to our tent.

—You said a helicopter.
—No, couldn’t be. There’s no noise.
—An airliner in trouble, I’m thinking.
—How do you mean?
—Engines must be shot. 
—Are we gonna witness a crash? 
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We hurried, hiding behind the myrtle bushes,  we stared out
at a shadowy wide form that darkened a hole in the sky—now
clearing the copse of palms, some 30 yards away.

The cobalt sky, almost dark, we visualized a wide blob above
the 4 horizontal lights—hovering steady like a helicopter.
Then, as the aircraft was about to fly over us, it paused.

—How can there not be any sound?
—They’ve spotted us.
—Our campfire? They saw it?
—Damn, it’s stopped right in front of us.

The huge, horizontal lights gradually closed down—slowly,
methodically, as if someone were pushing an electric button—
the sound of folding lights sounding like crisp flash bulbs

on old 35 mm cameras, sizzling loudly, as they cooled,
while the hinges that controlled the lights, squeaked of rust,
sounding as if they needed an old-fashioned oiling.

Now let’s get our pictures, my wife whispered—we readied
the flash and held up our I-phones. But just as we were about
to photograph, the lights faded—dark turned invisible,  as if

the aircraft were deleted from a screen, the shape evaporated—
everything vanished. So surprised, we couldn’t speak as we
peered up and around—and that began a long night of wondering,

listening to grunting frogs and whining whippoorwills, keeping us 
awake in the desert of the everglades, where by the celestial light
of stars, we could only imagine how vast the possibilities were.

Lives in Florida, often visits the Everglades, where we saw a UFO not long ago.
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THE MARTIAN MAN TREKS THROUGH THE STORM
by Garrett Carroll

The Martian man treks through the storm
That flies through his crop fields,
His crops like rust in early day
Protected by blue shields.

One hundred years since landing here
Man views the countryside,
The rural roadway that crosses
A city of vast size. 

A Martian town, the Martian stores
That efface the surface.
A new place, with tourists, where
New prophets speak to us.

A bookstore opens near a school,
Kids playing without care.
Recess, throwing the greenest grass
Up and high to the air. 

Flight across the planet’s oceans
A hundred more years pass, 
The hectic life of Martian Port
Viewed from a shiphead mast. 

Sleepy folk on the Red Sea sphere
Toil long hours, mine the depths.
The will of those who landed here,
The Martians never slept. 

Garrett Carroll is a poet and songwriter who has been writing. His work has previously been in
Astral Waters Press. In his spare time, he aims to be an art connoisseur while simultaneously

rummaging through video game wastelands and fantasy worlds. He is currently working towards a
BA in English at Adams State University.












